Whenever variance components are estimated by quadratic forms, covariance components in the corresponding multivariate s·; tuation can be estimated~ by bilinear· forms using the same matrices, Sampling variances and covarianc~s of these estimators are derived.
The Univariate Case
LL The model Notation first used by Hartley and Rao [1967] and many vthers can be adapted 
For mixed models, consisting of a mixture of fixed effects and random effects, one 
In most procedures for estimating cr~ in the manner of (4), the quadratic form 
' '
n. and
where ~n is a s~uare matrix of order n, with all elements unity, !n is an identity matrix of order n, and r,+ denotes a Kronecker sum of matrices.
for (7) and (8) (7) and (8). on using 1'B. = 0 and hence 1 'A = 0. From (3) we then get
and (12) so that (11) becomes
More generally, define
so that both expressions in (12) are special cases of (14).
The Bivariate Case

Variance components
Suppose that on a random variable Y the vector of observations made on exactly ', the same set of observatioria:l'units as yielded x is ~· Corresponding to (1), (2) and ( 
Il-l:·, b~:· and a·::-2 play the same roles for y as do 1-1, b 1 and a 2 1 for ~' and ~i is the
same as for ~ due to the observational units that yield ~ being the same as those . 
the latter equality arising from (2) and (16). But note that cov(bikb~,) = 0 fork/= k' and
As a result of (20) and (21), the matrix of covariances C between x andy is .... xy (22) similar to V and V of (3) and (17) .
The estimtor of y 1 corresponding to a = x'A.x and a·: = y'A.y is Y.., = x'A.y
which is, as shown in Searle and Rounsaville [1974] ,
v1here crr-:· 2 is the estimated variance component of the random variable (X + Y)
"'"' ""'2 corresponding to o~ and o~ · of X and Y, respectively. Hence from (7)
~ -~ c .. In (25) 
This is a generalization of result (14) given in Searle [1956] for the 1-way classification.
Similarities between covariance and variance components
The well-known invariance property (as Ahrens 1 paper calls it) of the first order moments is apparent in equations (7), (18) ana (24)~ namely that is the same linear function of the same quadratic forms in l as cr~ is in ~' and Yi is the same linear function of bilinear forms in x and y using the same matrices as used --in the quadratic forms. ·-Furthermore, the same kind of invariance property of second-order moments, in this case sampling variances, -the moments considered in the Ahrens paper-is evident in equations (13), (19) and (27). In those equations the coefficients of 2a 4 J., 2crJ:~ and (y 2 + a 2 a* 2 ) in v(cr 2 ) v(d* 2 ) and ;(y.), respec- - The kinds of expression illustrated in (28) and (30) for a 3-variable situation carry over identically to the many-variable case. Similarly, results (29) and (31), showing that expressions derived for the 2-variable case also hold for 3 variables, extend quite naturally for any number of variables; i.e., the results of Section 2 hold quite generally for any pair of variables in a multivariate situation.
Example: The 1-way Classification
The model for the 1-way classification can be l·lritten as x .. = ~ .+ a:. + e .. ('r) . Then, by (18) and by (23 
